The survival and growth of ‘adolescent’ high-tech firms
in Germany and the UK, 1997-2003

Date: 5. März 2007 | Time: 12 bis 14.30 Uhr
Venue: Landesvertretung Baden-Württemberg, Tiergartenstr. 15, 10785 Berlin

Speakers
Marc Cowling
Helmut Fryges
Georg Licht
Gordon Murray

Comments
Johannes Velling, BMWi
Carsten Rudolph, Microsoft

Chair
Regina Vogel

12:00 Welcome by AGF
12:05 Introduction to German results by Georg Licht
12:20 Introduction to UK results by Gordon Murray
12:35 Comments by Johannes Velling, BMWi
Carsten Rudolph, Microsoft
12:50 Q & A with the floor
13:15 Lunch
14.30 End

The event will be held in English.